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Motivation and Objectives

Ma et al. Geological Society, London, Special Publications 2017, 454,175
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Shale gas has received much attention in recent years. Shale matrices are structurally complex natural porous media whose pore space is
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highly heterogeneous, with a pore distribution spanning orders of magnitude, from a few nanometres to a few microns. Describing fluid
transport properties remains challenging due to the presence of multi-scale porous characteristics and compositional heterogeneity
within the rocks. A fundamental understanding of fluid transport in shale matrices during shale gas extraction is important for
improving gas production and lowering both production costs and environmental footprint.

Flow Profiles in Reconstructed Random
Porous Media

In this study, we employ the BD-NEMD approach to simulate methane flow through hierarchical amorphous silica porous materials
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representative of those found in shale gas plays. We collect results for permeability and transport diffusivity, and we correlate such
results with pore structure information. The empirical relation presented here for estimating transport diffusivity and permeability could
have important implications for understanding structure-transport relations, but also for predicting fluid transport in shale formations.

Simulation Methodology

Zhou, Qu, Ding, and Miao Phys. Rev. E 2016, 93, 043101
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations
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 Computational Details
- Porous Materials: Amorphous SiO2 – CLAYFF
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- Fluid Molecules: Methane – TraPPE

 The force F is related to the potential energy U

- Temperature: 338 K
- Bulk Pressure: 20 MPa
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- External Force: 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 kcal/molÅ
- Equilibrate each system with 50 ns with no external
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Fluid Flow Characterization
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the frameworks
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- Existence of regions with local backflow = resistance to flow
- Resistance to flow scales with

Quantification of Path Length
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Shorter walking path length
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time
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porous media with no
blockage where larger
amounts of mesoporous
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This study suggests that an atomistic modelling approach based on BD-NEMD simulations can be used to predict fluid transport properties across sedimentary rocks through an empirical power relation. Bridging the gaps between a few
pores, a few hundreds of pores and ultimately complex pore networks would be a significant achievement in the development of bottom-up multiscale modelling frameworks with predictive empirical relations. Numerous computational
and theoretical approaches have shown potentials of techniques for studying fluid transport through porous media at longer length and bigger time scales accounting for fluid-rock interactions and the wide range of confined fluid states.
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